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The anthology comprises 43 stories, non-ﬁction pieces, ﬂash ﬁction and poetry, the winning entries from an international competition to capture the
best of Queer writing today. This is writing that explores characters, stories and experiences beyond the mainstream. Celebrating the fascinating, the
forbidden, the subversive, and even the mundane, but in essence, the view from outside. The book will be dedicated to the memory of Lucy Reynolds,
the trans daughter of Sarah Beal, Publisher at Muswell Press, and niece of co-Publisher Kate Beal. A student, musician and strong advocate of LGBTQI
rights, she died in March 2020 at the age of 20.
What does it mean to theorize Christianity in light of the decolonial turn? This volume invites distinguished Latinx and Latin American scholars to a
conversation that engages the rich theoretical contributions of the decolonial turn, while relocating Indigenous, Afro-Latin American, Latinx, and other
often marginalized practices and hermeneutical perspectives to the center-stage of religious discourse in the Americas. Keeping in mind that all religions—Christianity included—are cultured, and avoiding the abstract references to Christianity common to the modern Eurocentric hegemonic project, the contributors favor embodied religious practices that emerge in concrete contexts and communities. Featuring essays from scholars such as
Sylvia Marcos, Enrique Dussel, and Luis Rivera-Pagán, this volume represents a major step to bring Christian theology into the conversation with decolonial theory.
After the “digital turn,” expansion of sexual representations has taken shape quantitatively(thanks to the multiplication of production and distribution
channels) and qualitatively (giving riseto a plurality of new representational forms). In this context, several social groups – including women and nonnormative sexual subcultures – have obtained full citizenship rights within the “pornosphere,” moving beyond their traditional marginalization or, indeed, exclusion. These “nonconventional” pornographies exist in a dialectical relationship with mainstream production in so far as they are at the
same time a development and a repudiation of the latter (on an aesthetic, economic and political level).This volume investigates the emergences of alternative pornographies, highlighting theirdiscursive heterogeneity, their cultural status and connections to identities and non-normativepractices,
and their role in redeﬁning the very idea of pornography.The publication maps the main areas relating to alternative pornographies, such as alt
porn,queer pornography, indie porn, post porn, feminist pornography, and amateur porn.With a foreword by Feona Attwood
Queer theory essays on time and becoming in the ﬁelds of literature, philosophy, ﬁlm, and performance.
"Part One of this volume reprints the text of 'Heart of darkness' from the 1921 Heinemann edition of Conrad's 'Collected works' - the latest version of
the text that Conrad approved. Part Two includes documents and illustrations providing cultural contexts for 'Heart of darkness'. Part Three features a
critical history of the novella, plus six contemporary essays representing deconstruction; feminist, gender, and queer theory; and a new historicist,
post-colonial, and psychoanalytic approaches to Conrad's most famous tale."--P. vii.
In the ﬁrst comprehensive study of the interactions between fashion, performance and performativity, a group of international experts explore fashion
as the ideal 'complex space' – or, in other words, the ideal space where performance and performativity come together, according to the works of
seminal theorists Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Andrew Parker. Bringing together western and non-western, historical and contemporary case studies
and theories, the book explores the magazines, photography, exhibitions, global colonial divides, digital media, and more, which have become key
markers of the fashion industry as we know it today. Using existing literature as a springboard and incorporating perspectives from fashion studies,
art history, media studies and gender studies, as well as from artists and practitioners, Fashion, Performance, and Performativity is an innovative and
essential work for students, scholars and practitioners across multiple disciplines.
Revises key psychoanalytic concepts that inﬂuence interpretive practices in the humanities and formulates a new approach to reading ﬁction. Oscillations of Literary Theory oﬀers a new psychoanalytic approach to reading literature queerly, one that implicates queer theory without depending on explicit representations of sex or queer identities. By focusing on desire and identiﬁcations, A. C. Facundo argues that readers can enjoy the text
through a variety of rhythms between two (eroticized) positions: the paranoid imperative and queer reparative. Facundo examines the metaphor of
rupture as central to the logic of critique, particularly the project to undo conventional formations of identity and power. To show how readers can rebuild their relational worlds after the rupture, Facundo looks to the themes of the desire for omniscience, the queer pleasure of the text, loss and letting go, and the vanishing points that structure thinking. Analyses of Nabokov’s Lolita, Danielewski’s House of Leaves, Findley’s The Wars, and Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go are included, which model this new approach to reading. “Armed with a full repertoire of psychoanalytic resources, Facundo
navigates the paranoid‐reparative debate in literary studies with greater ﬁnesse than any critic I’ve read. Reframing current critical impasses, Oscillations of Literary Theory makes substantial contributions to narrative theory and aesthetics by illuminating their crucial connections with sexuality and
pleasure. Facundo oﬀers us here nothing less than a new method of reading queerly.” — Tim Dean, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign “This
book seeks to understand hermeneutic imperatives and ﬂights from these in terms of paranoid and reparative drives (as distinct from aﬀect). It is a
bold and ambitious project, but Facundo brings to it an exceptional array of skills. I am impressed by the author’s close, subtle, and very canny readings of both theoretical and literary texts and by her demonstration of the complexity, variety, and centrality of ideas and operations of paranoia and

the reparative in writings from Freud to the present. Oscillations revitalizes psychoanalytic criticism in its distinctly queer relation to psychoanalysis, a
relation that yields surprising and refreshing insights.” — Stephen M. Barber, coeditor of Regarding Sedgwick: Essays on Queer Culture and Critical
Theory
Teaching Gender through Latin American, Latino, and Iberian Texts and Cultures provides a dynamic exploration of the subject of teaching gender
and feminism through the fundamental corpus encompassing Latin American, Iberian and Latino authors and cultures from the Middle Ages to the
21st century. The four editors have created a collaborative forum for both experienced and new voices to share multiple theoretical and practical approaches to the topic. The volume is the ﬁrst to bring so many areas of study and perspectives together and will serve as a tool for reassessing what
it means to teach gender in our ﬁelds while providing theoretical and concrete examples of pedagogical strategies, case studies relating to in-class experiences, and suggestions for approaching gender issues that readers can experiment with in their own classrooms. The book will engage students
and educators around the topic of gender within the ﬁelds of Latin American, Latino and Iberian studies, Gender and Women’s studies, Cultural
Studies, English, Education, Comparative Literature, Ethnic studies and Language and Culture for Speciﬁc Purposes within Higher Education programs.
“Teaching Gender through Latin American, Latino, and Iberian Texts and Cultures makes a compelling case for the central role of feminist inquiry in
higher education today ... Startlingly honest and deeply informed, the essays lead us through classroom experiences in a wide variety of institutional
and disciplinary settings. Read together, these essays articulate a vision for twenty-ﬁrst century feminist pedagogies that embrace a rich diversity of
theory, methodology, and modality.” – Lisa Vollendorf, Professor of Spanish and Dean of Humanities and the Arts, San José State University. Author of
The Lives of Women: A New History of Inquisitional Spain “What is it like to teach feminism and gender through Latin American, Iberian, and Latino
texts? This rich collection of texts ... provides a series of insightful and exhaustive answers to this question ... An essential book for teachers of Latin
American, Iberian and Latino/a texts, this volume will also spark new debates among scholars in Gender Studies.” – Mónica Szurmuk, Researcher at
the National Scientiﬁc and Technical Research Council of Argentina. Author of Mujeres en viaje and co-editor of the Cambridge History of Latin American Women’s Literature
First book on gender and academic service.
LGBTQ people have strategies of resilience at their disposal to help them deal with the challenge that heteronormativity as a power structure poses to
their aﬀective lives. This book makes the concept of resilience available to queer literary and cultural studies, analysing these strategies in terms of
narration, performance, bodies, and space. Resilience turns out to be a highly interactive mode of being in the world, which can set free creative energy as well as draw inspiration and energy from artistic work. Authors and artists discussed include Katherine Mansﬁeld, Christopher Isherwood, Sylvia
Townsend Warner, Jeanette Winterson, Michael Cunningham, and Ian McKellen.
Hermeneutics is the branch of knowledge that deals with interpretation, a behaviour that is intrinsic to our daily lives. As humans, we decipher the
meaning of newspaper articles, books, legal matters, religious texts, political speeches, emails, and even dinner conversations every day . But how is
knowledge mediated through these forms? What constitutes the process of interpretation? And how do we draw meaning from the world around us so
that we might understand our position in it? In this Very Short Introduction Jens Zimmermann traces the history of hermeneutic theory, setting out its
key elements, and demonstrating how they can be applied to a broad range of disciplines: theology; literature; law; and natural and social sciences.
Demonstrating the longstanding and wide-ranging necessity of interpretation, Zimmermann reveals its signiﬁcance in our current social and political
landscape. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective,
new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Vols. for 1969- include ACTFL annual bibliography of books and articles on pedagogy in foreign languages 1969This volume collects both classic and cutting-edge readings related to gender, sex, sexuality, and the Bible. Engaging the Hebrew Bible, New Testament, and surrounding texts and worlds, Rhiannon Graybill and Lynn R. Huber have amassed a selection of essays that reﬂects a wide range of perspectives and approaches towards gender and sexuality. Presented in three distinct parts, the collection begins with an examination of gender in and
around biblical contexts, before moving to discussing sex and sexualities, and ﬁnally critiques of gender and sexuality. Each reading is introduced by
the editors in order to situate it in its broader scholarly context, and each section culminates in an annotated list of further readings to point researchers towards other engagements with these key themes.
Queer Theory and Social Change argues that there is a crisis within Queer theory over whether or not its theories can actually deliver change. Max
Kirsch presents a challenging alternative to the current fascination with post-modern analyses of identity, culture, and diﬀerence. It emphasizes the
need for a discussion of the importance of communities and the role of globalization on queer movements.
In this groundbreaking work, Sara Ahmed demonstrates how queer studies can put phenomenology to productive use. Focusing on the “orientation”
aspect of “sexual orientation” and the “orient” in “orientalism,” Ahmed examines what it means for bodies to be situated in space and time. Bodies
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take shape as they move through the world directing themselves toward or away from objects and others. Being “orientated” means feeling at home,
knowing where one stands, or having certain objects within reach. Orientations aﬀect what is proximate to the body or what can be reached. A queer
phenomenology, Ahmed contends, reveals how social relations are arranged spatially, how queerness disrupts and reorders these relations by not following the accepted paths, and how a politics of disorientation puts other objects within reach, those that might, at ﬁrst glance, seem awry. Ahmed
proposes that a queer phenomenology might investigate not only how the concept of orientation is informed by phenomenology but also the orientation of phenomenology itself. Thus she reﬂects on the signiﬁcance of the objects that appear—and those that do not—as signs of orientation in classic
phenomenological texts such as Husserl’s Ideas. In developing a queer model of orientations, she combines readings of phenomenological texts—by
Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, and Fanon—with insights drawn from queer studies, feminist theory, critical race theory, Marxism, and psychoanalysis. Queer Phenomenology points queer theory in bold new directions.
In Bible, Gender, Sexuality James Brownson argues that Christians should reconsider whether or not the biblical strictures against same-sex relations
as deﬁned in the ancient world should apply to contemporary, committed same-sex relationships. Presenting two sides in the debate -- "traditionalist"
and "revisionist" -- Brownson carefully analyzes each of the seven main texts that appear to address intimate same-sex relations. In the process, he
explores key concepts that inform our understanding of the biblical texts, including patriarchy, complementarity, purity and impurity, honor and
shame. Central to his argument is the need to uncover the moral logic behind the biblical text. Written in order to serve and inform the ongoing debate in many denominations over the questions of homosexuality, Brownson's in-depth study will prove a useful resource for Christians who want to
form a considered opinion on this important issue.
This volume explores the realities and representations of same-sex sexuality in France in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries, the period that witnessed the emergence of "homosexuality" in the modern sense of the word. Based on archival research and textual analysis, the articles
examine the development of homosexual subcultures and illustrate the ways in which philosophes, pamphleteers, police, novelists, scientists, and
politicians conceptualized same-sex relations and connected them with more general concerns about order and disorder. The contributors--Elizabeth
Colwill, Michael David Sibalis, Victoria Thompson, William Peniston, Vernon Rosario II, Francesca Canade-Sautman, Martha Hanna, Robert A. Nye, and
the editors Bryant T. Ragan, Jr. and Jeﬀrey Merrick--use the methods of intellectual and cultural history, the history of science, literary studies, legal
and social history, and microhistory. This collection shows how the subject of homosexuality is related to important topics in French history: the Enlightenment, the revolutionary tradition, social discipline, positivism, elite and popular culture, nationalism, feminism, and the construction of identity.
Given the role of gays and lesbians in modern French culture and the work of French scholars on the history of sexuality, this collection ﬁlls an important gap in the literature and represents the ﬁrst attempt in any language to explore this subject over three centuries from a variety of perspectives.
A passionate advocate of identity studies and a keen reader of U.S. institutional politics, Robyn Wiegman turns her attention in Object Lessons to the
critical practices and political ambitions of identity-based ﬁelds. In a series of case studies drawn from women s studies, queer studies, ethnic studies,
and American studies, she examines the unspoken belief that better theory will produce progressive social change in order to consider the political desire that fuels current scholarly debate. Her metacritical analysis is neither a defense nor a dismissal of such political commitment but a sustained inquiry into the hope it generates, the thinking it inspires, and the conformity it inadvertently demands.
Throughout his 40-year career, Michael Jackson intrigued and captivated public imagination through musical ingenuity, sexual and racial spectacle,
savvy publicity stunts, odd behaviours, and a seemingly apolitical (yet always political) oﬀering of popular art. A consistent player on the public stage
from the age of eight, his consciousness was no doubt shaped by his countless public appearances, both designed and serendipitous. The artefacts he
left behind - music, interviews, books written by and about him, and commercial products including dolls, buttons, posters, and photographs, videos,
movies - will all become data in our cultural conversation about who Michael Jackson was, who he wanted to be, who we made him to be, and why.
Michael Jackson: Grasping the Spectacle includes essays that aim to understand Jackson from multiple perspectives: critical cultural theory, musicology, art history, media studies, cultural anthropology, sociology, philosophy, religious studies, literary theory, gender studies, performance studies, disability studies, ﬁlm studies, and African-American studies. Intended for classroom use as well as research and general interest, this book expands our
understanding both of this fascinating ﬁgure himself and of gender, sexuality, celebrity, and popular culture.
In this innovative study, Benjamin Kahan traces the elusive history of modern celibacy. Arguing that celibacy is a distinct sexuality with its own practices and pleasures, Kahan shows it to be much more than the renunciation of sex or a cover for homosexuality. Celibacies focuses on a diverse group
of authors, social activists, and artists, spanning from the suﬀragettes to Henry James, and from the Harlem Renaissance's Father Divine to Andy
Warhol. This array of ﬁgures reveals the many varieties of celibacy that have until now escaped scholars of literary modernism and sexuality. Ultimately, this book wrests the discussion of celibacy and sexual restraint away from social and religious conservatism, resituating celibacy within a history of
political protest and artistic experimentation. Celibacies oﬀers an entirely new perspective on this little-understood sexual identity and initiates a profound reconsideration of the nature and constitution of sexuality.
Provocative take on the negative eﬀects of increasing queer visibility and assimilation on the lives of queer people and politics in the U.S.
Queer women of color have historically been underrepresented or excluded completely in ﬁction and comics. When present, they are depicted as
"less than" the white, Eurocentric norm. Drawing on semiotics, queer theory, and gender studies, this book addresses the imbalanced representation
of queer women of color in graphic narratives and ﬁction and explores ways of rewriting queer women of color back into the frame. The author interrogates what it means to be "Other" and how "Othering" can be more creatively resisted.
Like specialists in other ﬁelds in humanities and social sciences, medievalists have begun to investigate and write about sex and related topics such
as courtship, concubinage, divorce, marriage, prostitution, and child rearing. The scholarship in this signiﬁcant volume asserts that sexual conduct
formed a crucial role in the lives, thoughts, hopes and fears both of individuals and of the institutions that they created in the middle ages. The absorbing subject of sexuality in the Middle Ages is examined in 19 original articles written speciﬁcally for this "Handbook" by the major authorities in their
scholarly specialties. The study of medieval sexuality poses problems for the researcher: indices in standard sources rarely refer to sexual topics, and
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standard secondary sources often ignore the material or say little about it. Yet a vast amount of research is available, and the information is accessible to the student who knows where to look and what to look for. This volume is a valuable guide to the material and an indicator of what subjects are
likely to yield fresh scholarly rewards.
The ﬁrst reference resource on how Asian Americans are currently reading and interpreting the Bible, this volume also serves a valuable role in both
developing and disseminating what can be termed as Asian American biblical hermeneutics. The volume works from the important background that
Asian Americans are the fastest growing ethnic/racial minority population in the USA, and that 42% of this group identiﬁes as Christian. This provides
a useful starting point from which to examine what may be distinctive about Asian American approaches to the Bible. Part 1 of the Handbook describes six major ethic groups that make up 85% of Asian population (by country of origin: China, Philippines, Indian Subcontinent, Vietnam, Korea, Japan) and outlines the speciﬁc concerns each group has when its members read the Bible. Part 2 of the Handbook examines major critical methods in
biblical interpretation and suggests adjustments that may be helpful for Asian Americans to make when they are interpreting the Bible. Finally, Part 3
provides 25 interpretations by Asian American biblical scholars on speciﬁc texts in the Bible, using what they consider to be Asian American
hermeneutics. Taken together the Handbook interprets the Bible both with and for the Asian American communities.
Stepping back to examine the relationship between James Baldwin and queer theory, Brim unveils new critical insights that their complicated pairing
provides
Most social scientiﬁc work on intimate relationships has assumed a monogamous structure, or has considered anything other than monogamy only in
the context of 'inﬁdelity'. Yet, in recent years there has been a growing interest among researchers and the public in exploring various patterns of intimacy that involve open non-monogamy. This volume gathers contributions from academics, activists, and practitioners throughout the world to explore non-monogamous relationships. Featuring both empirical and theoretical pieces, contributors examine the history and cultural basis of various
forms of non-monogamy, experiences of non-monogamous living, psychological understandings of relationship patterns, language and emotion, the
discursive construction of mono-normativity as well as issues of race, class, disability, sexuality and gender. This volume will be of interest to academics and practitioners working in the social sciences and anyone who is seeking greater insight into the intricacies of non-monogamous relationships.
Addresses the representation of the economic, political, and cultural interrelations between agents involved in the process of intellectual activity. Analyzes the transformation in intellectual production and the changing role of academics themselves.
This book examines the complex and multifaceted nature of African Pentecostal engagements with genders and sexualities. In the last three decades,
African Pentecostalism has emerged as one the most visible and profound aspects of religious change on the continent, and is a social force that straddles cultural, economic, and political spheres. Its conventional and selective literal interpretations of the Bible with respect to gender and sexualities
are increasingly perceived as exhibiting a strong inﬂuence on many aspects of social and public institutions and their moral orientations. This collection features articles which examine sexualities and genders in African Pentecostalism using interdisciplinary methodological and theoretical approaches grounded within traditional African thought systems, with the goal of enabling a broader understanding of Pentecostalism and sexualities in
Africa.
This volume argues that postwar writers queer the aﬀective relations of reading through experiments with literary form. Tyler Bradway conceptualizes
“bad reading” as an aﬀective politics that stimulates queer relations of erotic and political belonging in the event of reading. These incipiently social
relations press back against legal, economic, and discursive forces that reduce queerness into a mode of individuality. Each chapter traces the aﬀective politics of bad reading against moments when queer relationality is prohibited, obstructed, or destroyed—from the pre-Stonewall literary obscenity debates, through the AIDS crisis, to the emergence of neoliberal homonormativity and the gentriﬁcation of the queer avant-garde. Bradway contests the common narrative that experimental writing is too formalist to engender a mode of social imagination. Instead, he illuminates how queer experimental literature uses form to redraw the aﬀective and social relations that structure the heteronormative public sphere. Through close readings
informed by aﬀect theory, Queer Experimental Literature oﬀers new perspectives on writers such as William S. Burroughs, Samuel R. Delany, Kathy
Acker, Jeanette Winterson, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Alison Bechdel, and Chuck Palahniuk. Queer Experimental Literature ultimately reveals that the recent turn to aﬀective reading in literary studies is underwritten by a para-academic history of bad reading that oﬀers new idioms for understanding
the aﬀective agencies of queer aesthetics.
This volume by William J. Webb explores the hermeneutical maze that accompanies any treatment of these three controversial topics and takes a new
step toward breaking down walls within the evangelical community related to them.
The Routledge Queer Studies Reader provides a comprehensive resource for students and scholars working in this vibrant and interdisciplinary ﬁeld.
The book traces the emergence and development of Queer Studies as a ﬁeld of scholarship, presenting key critical essays alongside more recent criticism that explores new directions. The collection is edited by two of the leading scholars in the ﬁeld and presents: individual introductory notes that situate each work within its historical, disciplinary and theoretical contexts essays grouped by key subject areas including Genealogies, Sex, Temporalities, Kinship, Aﬀect, Bodies, and Borders writings by major ﬁgures including Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Judith Butler, David M. Halperin, José Esteban
Muñoz, Elizabeth Grosz, David Eng, Judith Halberstam and Sara Ahmed. The Routledge Queer Studies Reader is a ﬁeld-deﬁning volume and presents
an illuminating guide for established scholars and also those new to Queer Studies.
This volume presents interpretive essays utilizing a variety of approaches to honor the 160th anniversary of Oscar Wilde’s birth, celebrating the
writer’s genius. This unique collection of scholarship explores a broad spectrum of subjects, including his travels, sexuality, children’s literature, jail
writings, novel, poetry, individualism, masks, homosexuality, inﬂuence on others, and morality. It oﬀers historical, biographical, psychological and sociological perspectives written by international experts and features a broad spectrum of subjects which will appeal to a range of scholars seeking original and alternative approaches to understanding Oscar Wilde, his aesthetics and his inﬂuence in a variety of genres in the twenty-ﬁrst century. The
multiplicity of interest in the writer expands across genres, disciplines, cultures and time. Quintessential Wilde examines his intellectual strength in
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“His Worldly Place,” analyzes his ingenious thoughts in “His Penetrating Philosophy,” and recounts his enduring place in “His Inﬂuential Aestheticism.”
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social change. Reading Sexualities shows how our sexual desires and bases for identiﬁcation are being widely challenged and changed. Drawing on
hermeneutic theory and the work of Hans-Georg Gadamer, Hall argues that by approaching sexual diversity with openness and humility, we become
active participants in the politically urgent process of reading the self through the perspective of the other.
Who are queers, and what do they want? Could it be that we are all queers? Beginning with such questions, this book traces the roots of queer theory,
examining the growing awareness that few people precisely ﬁt standard categories for sexual and gender identities.

Reading Sexualities confronts the reigning practices, priorities, and preoccupations of queer theory and sexuality studies. Looking at a range of texts,
from novels to travel narratives to internet porn, Donald E. Hall deftly weaves the theoretical with the literary in order to: examine the vexed ethical,
critical, and political questions arising from sexual consumerism and cross-cultural encounters read the changing landscape of sexual identity, ﬁnding
great cause for optimism and enthusiastic engagement urge readers to embrace a far-reaching dialogic practice as a mechanism for furthering radical
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